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Abstract 

Recent studies of RF breakup and instability in the SLAC 50-15 
klystrons have revealed that many production klystrons show loan
ing of the input cavity by low energy electrons even under cold cath
ode no beam conditions. Sometime after the onset of the RF drive 
pulse, Che input cavity absorbs a portion of the incident RF drive that 
would otherwise be reflected from the not-heam-loaded cavity. This 
power absorption is a function of drive level, and of axial magnetic 
field surrounding the cavity. No power absorption is present when 
the axial magnetic field is zero. This same phenomenon has been 
observed in the input cavity of relativistic klystron experiments be
ing conducted as part of the SLACNLBL-LLNL development program. 
The phenomenon may be associated with RF breakup and RF insta
bility in SLAC 5045 klystrons, and with unstable pulse shortening in 
the relativistic klystron experiments. This paper outlines some old 
and new observations of microwave beam device malfunctions that 
probably are associated with low energy electron fluxes in the vacuum 
environments of microwave power devices. 

1. Microwave Beam Device Design Methods 

Early microwave tubes were designed using hand calculation!) and 
much cut and try experimentation. Many phenomena were observed 
that coulu be explained only loosely using field theory and beam 
dynamics arguments. Where phenomena limited lube performance. 
"fixes." arrived at by experiment, were used to move the effects away 
from normal tube operating conditions. As computational techniques 
were developed for solving Maxwell's equations and the beam dynam 
ics equations, designs for microwave beam tubes couid be optimized 
with modeling programs before devices were fabricated. As a result, 
high performance microwave beam tubes were produced that usually 
performed very dose to the computer simulations. However, sonic 
RF output instabilities and other unsatisfactory phenomena persist 
in some microwave tubes that are not explained by any of the com
puter simulations. Consequently, cut-and-try methods supplemented 
by computational and analytical insight are still used to optimize most 
high power microwave devices. 

2. Vacuum Environment in Microwave Beam Devices 

Modern, high power microwave devices such as klystrons are con
structed with very clean, low base pressure metals and ceramics. After 
assembly and bakeout to high temperature, usually 550°C a delivered 
tube is leak-tight to better than 1D~ 1 D Torr / / s with a base pressure it 
the low ID"9 Torr range. Cathodes are usually of the dispenser typ* 
which maintain low base pressure both during processing and opera
tion. Sometimes a dispenser cathode is a source of gas. and tubes with 
gassy cathodes have more instability problems than low base pressure 
tubes. Beam guiding is done with axial magnetic fields, and very high 
electric fields are used to produce space charge limited emission from 
cathode surfaces. The combination of high electric fields, magnetic 
fields, and RF exciting fields in microwave cavities, plus surfaces that 
support secondary emission, give rise to regenerative buildup of large. 
low energy electron fluxes that can damage performance. 

S- Low Energy Charged Particle Activity in 
Microwave Tubes 

The word 'multipactor' j s used to describe a class of resonant phe
nomena in which a charged particle, usually an electron, is trapped by 
a restoring force and accelerated into a surface causing a collision that 
produces secondary electrons. In many cases, an RF field accelerates 
the secondaries away from the surfare during one half cycle while a 
magnetic field bends them back toward the surface, ff the secondaries 
strike the surface and create more secondaries, (hen electron flux may 
build up rapidly, and absorb energy from the RF field. This electron 

buildup and RF quenching U sometimes unstable ami r*u r»<.nl> • 
random, bistable, and relaxation type periodic states that al»M»rl til 
energy. When this effect takes place in microwave caviln- n.,,.,. i.. 
velocity modulate and bunch beam*, the performance of .1 hici £.< • 
microwave device is compromised- Several of the- ubserieil pnVt* ,M-
d escribed in the next sections. 

Low energy charged particle effects are thought to play ,t |„t:< 
in two other klystron failure mechanism1 'Backswing roriilurtmii' c 
observed in some klystrons: large rcve • current is ob*crvi-iJ U-t;> 
anode to cathode when the normal rev* voltage transient rUnf.u 
tcristic of the pufse transformer drives th« :>*tron cathode posit.t* 
This effect is discussed in the next section £-wg with same M-cmuUn 
electron orbit calculations. Insulating surface inside vacuum staiem* 
tend to collect charged particles and can exh >t various un«f:iliS> *<i<! 
destructive discharges. Most failed klystron:- - "*•' evidence of etuiJM-»: 
particle activity on the vacuum bide of ceramx cathode bushme,* <*%<-u 
if the failure mode of the tube was not associated wjtli am ,j,t«•;,,.,, 
breakdown. In the extreme, ceramics can be punctured aa th'< 1. .it 
charge buildup that overstresses the ceramic diaJertnc.1 

4 . Electron Loading Effects in WHf Klystrons 

RF Output Instabilities 
An tdeal klystron power saturation characters -Sinus. RP uuipu: 

power of the klystron monotonically increasing ** increa*;n- HI 
drive, saturating at rated output power, and then t .. falliui; oil ,** 
drive is increased beyond saturation. There arc no . "fh«'f or JIHJIJI-
in the saturation characteristic, and the detected Rf <>ui|iuf pul<.«- !.-•-
a flat top with no instability, or periodic fluctuations Thi* fund;:.. 1! 
is met at all cathode heater settings, and all beam transpuriiilile U> , 
settings. About halVof the present production of 50-35 kl>*tr»n. i:..<. 
the above criteria. The other tubes exhibit various fornix oft. I in.ipii: 
instability at various magnetic field. RF dme. and cailn..;. u. ,ii«-r 
settings that necessitate careful selection of operating pomi tu MM-*' 
specification performance. Figure 1 is a photograph of 1(1*' product KII. 
5045 klystron. 

In a klystron, electron beam loading provides most of iW puw-1 
absorption in the input cavity, and the cavity coupling is dtsJRin'.l ii< 
accommodate this loading so that Lh<? cavity input is exactly nurdi^: 
at a specified beam current. With no beam current in the w i n , 
almost all the incident drive power is reflected back from the raw*-, 
input coupler. Under no beam conditions, some klystrons sh»* input 
cavity power absorption at various drive and magnetic field lev.), 
and at certain break points this absorption phenomenon is uti'-iaM.-
Input cavity mullipaclor, the generation of a low energy elcitnii fi<j\ 
in the cavity, is the most probable cause of this effect. Siiue tin- l u u n 
reflected from a klystron input cavity under normal beam oper<iiim, 
is almost zero, a careful observation of reflected input power piw. 
some insight into the additional loading and instabilities caused l>\ 
secondary emission generated electron flux. 

A common instability that shows up as a periodic amplitude mud 
illation of the top of the detected RF output pulse is shown in l ip- 2 
and 3. The bottom trace of the scope photos is the detected ItFou'put 
from a 5045 klystron. The top trace is the detected reflected ju-^er 
from the input cavity. Note that the reflected power from the iupui 
cavity has the same structure as the RF output pulse. indicaliiiR ilini 
the modulation structure occurs in the input cavity, or is present nu 
the beam before the beam enters the input cavity. Small change* m 
magnetic field in the vicinity of the input cavity, or cathode rre>r, 
strongly affect both the magnitude and period of the perturbation 
This kind of instability is also a function of cathode temperature with 
the magnitude of instability increasing with cathode healer excite 
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in the tube vacuum- This phenomenon is affected by the magnetic 
field profile in the cathode-anode region of the tube, and also seems to 
be dependent on cathode temperature and base vacuum in the region-
Figure 4 shows the normal backs wing voltage without conduction, and 
the loaded down voltage shape when the conduction occurs. This ef
fect has been observed in pulsed microwave tubes for many years, and 
sometimes goes by the name "burning." One explanation has been 
"magnetron oscillation," and this does suggest a massive secondary 
emission buildup of electron flux on the curved anode housing surface 
that flows to the cathode when the cathode potential is positive. 

Fig. 4. Inverse avalanche breakdown. 

We can investigate the motion of electrons leaving the fclvstion 
anode during the positive "backswing" of the beam voltage pul>e if we 
consider the electron gun a* a coaxial cylinder with the ralhode a* the 
inner conducioj and the anode as the outer With ll.U approxima
tion we can then determine whether the existing magnetic and electnc 
fields arc such thai periodic motion ran exist and whether or not an 
avalanche condition could arise due 1o such processes as secondary 
electron emission. 

Assuming only radial electric field* £ r , and only axial magnetic 
fields B,, V,L- obtain a set of differential equation* for the radial coor
dinate r. and the azi'.nuthaj coordinate $: 

-*(S-) 
! = - + 

= # • 

Here-i, is the cyclotron frequency, » is the radius of the anode, a = 
rflWlnli/ii). i) = e/m,. a is the radius of the cathode, and -t. is 
1/2 the cyclotron frequency. We can solve the radial equation if u-e 
consider only small radial excursions for an electron leaving the anode, 
i.e., r = t-< and I | I « ] , Then the radial equation can be linearized 
to 

f + ( p + • * ' ) ' - - ! • 
The solution for this equation is 

"»[i-jp««-'-»] 
OMtt / sinutN 
J>V>V~ ul } 

where u = [n VQ/D3 ln(6/a) + rpB 2 ] 1 ' 3 , Va is the backswing voltage, 
and IT = e/m* is assumed negative for electrons. 

Using these equations and substituting the parameters applicable 
to the S015 klystron we obtain periodic (tycloidal) trajectories which 

can lead to an avalanche condition through secondary electron emis
sion. This mullipactoMike mechanism is certainly a plausible explana
tion for the phenomenon seen on some klystrons where the backswing 
voltage is suddenly quenched after reaching some peak value accom-
panied by a deterioration of the lube vacuum. 

S. Relativistic Klystron Experiments 
As part of the general development of next generation linear collid 

ers, very high power X band microwave sources are being developed a* 
a collaboration among SLAC, LBL. and LXNL. A number cif klystron 
experiments have been carried out and are described in Rcf i. i'usia 
ble pulse shortening of the RF output pulse was observed u several of 
these experiments. Unstable reflected energy was also observed from 
the input cavities of these devices, and the apparent multipactor effect 
was studied in some detail. The behavior of the input cavity reflected 
power was similar to the muliipaclor effect seen in 50-15 klystron m 
put cavities. The effect was a function of magnetic field in the cavity 
An iron ring input cavity was constructed which partially shielded the 
axial field in the input cavity. This field reduction increa.Mil il.. ,,„n, 
parlor threshold above the normal field operating point iti ihv ravitv 
This field depression plot is shown in Fig. 5. Subsequent testing at 
sustained higher rep rale showed that the multipactor effect could be 
cleaned up, and also that at higher excitation levels, the inulupactur 
could be made to disappear. 
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Fig. 5. Relativistic klystron input magnetic field profile. 

6. Concliiaiofis 
This paper has presented some of the observed instability and 

failure mechanisms thai plague high power mictowave devices These 
effects have been around since klystrons were first made, and various 
"fixes' have moved the most damaging effects away from the operating 
points of existing klystron designs. As we proceed with the design of 
the next generation of higher power and higher frequency microu-ave 
devices, we will need to understand these failure mechanisms in a more 
analytic way, and develop design procedures and computer models to 
avoid these limitations 
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